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This paper presents a robust construction technique for two-dimensional transla-
tion planes of odd order using the notion of nesting previously developed by
the authors. More precisely, nonisomorphic planes of order q2 are obtained by
constructing replaceable t-nests for t roughly between (3/4)q 2 Ïq/2 and
(3/4)q 1 Ïq/2. In all cases the translation complement of any such plane contains
a direct product of two cyclic homology groups of order (q 1 1)/2 with affine
axes.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
In [5] an infinite family of two-dimensional translation planes of order
q2, where q $ 5 is an odd prime power, were constructed whose translation
complements contained a direct product of two cyclic homology groups of
order q 1 1 with affine axes. These planes were constructed by replacing
a (q 1 1)-nest in a regular spread of PG(3, q). Johnson and Pomareda [8]
showed that any two-dimensional translation plane admitting such a group
in its translation complement is an Andre´ plane, a plane obtained by re-
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placement of a (q 1 1)-nest, or a plane obtained by replacement of a
(q 1 1)-nest and a set of mutually disjoint Andre´ nets.
In this paper we construct an infinite family of two-dimensional transla-
tion planes of order q2 whose translation complements contain a direct
product of two cyclic homology groups of order (q 1 1)/2 with affine axes.
In fact, several nonisomorphic planes are constructed for a given order.
The idea is to replace a ((q 1 1)/2 1 i)-nest for various values of i. In
Section 3 bounds are given on the possible values for i. For small values
of q one obtains new examples of q-nests and q 2 1 nests. One even obtains
a (q 1 3)/2-nest (Bruen chain) for q 5 5 and q 5 7, but these chains are
isomorphic to ones already known. Thus the method produces no new
examples of Bruen chains.
2. TERMINOLOGY AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Let S 5 PG(3, q) denote projective 3-space over the finite field GF(q).
A spread of S is any collection of q2 1 1 pairwise disjoint lines, necessarily
partitioning the points of S. By the well-known correspondence of Andre´
[1] and Bruck and Bose [3], every spread determines a two-dimensional
translation plane, and conversely every two-dimensional translation plane
arises from such a spread. A regulus of S is any set R of q 1 1 pairwise
disjoint lines such that any line meeting three lines of R in fact meets all
lines of R. The q 1 1 transversals to R are pairwise disjoint and form
another regulus Ropp, called the opposite regulus to R. Any three pairwise
disjoint lines of S determine a unique regulus, and a spread V of S is called
regular if and only if the regulus determined by any three of its lines is
contained in V. The translation plane corresponding to a regular spread
is desarguesian.
Throughout this paper q $ 5 will denote an odd prime power, and V
will denote a regular spread of S 5 PG(3, q). A t-nest of V is any collection
N of t reguli in V such that each line of V is contained in exactly 0 or 2
reguli of N. Letting U denote the t(q 1 1)/2 lines of V contained in the
reguli of N, we say that N is replaceable if and only if there exists a partial
spread V of S covering the same points as U and having no line in common
with U. In this case the spread S 5 (V\U) < V (or the corresponding
translation plane) is said to be obtained by replacement of N. The following
results may be found in [12] and are stated here without proof.
THEOREM 1 (Weida). Let N be a replaceable t-nest with t # q, and let
V be the replacement partial spread for the lines U contained in the reguli
of N. Let S 5 (V\U) < V. Then
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(i) V consists of (q 1 1)/2 lines from the opposite regulus to each
regulus of N,
(ii) V contains no reguli,
(iii) U contains no reguli other than those of N,
(iv) Aut(S ) is inherited from Aut(V) for q . 7, and
(v) any regulus of S is contained in V\U for t , q 2 1.
These results generalize those found by Bruen [4] in the case t 5 (q 1 3)/2.
A trivial counting argument shows that if a t-nest N exists, then necessar-
ily (q 1 3)/2 # t # 2(q 2 1). Nests of size (q 1 3)/2 are also called Bruen
chains in the literature. Infinite families of replaceable t-nests have been
constructed for t 5 q 2 1, q, q 1 1 and 2(q 2 1) (see [7] for a survey
of these results). Replaceable (q 1 3)/2-nests (Bruen chains) have been
constructed only for small values of q. In [6] some sporadic replaceable
nests of various sizes as well as some nonreplaceable nests were constructed.
This paper is a step toward ‘‘filling the gaps,’’ with the ultimate hope of
showing that replaceable t-nests exist for all (q 1 3)/2 # t # q 1 1 and
any odd prime power q $ 5.
To construct our nests we will use the well-known correspondence [2]
between the lines and reguli of V and the points and circles of a miquelian
inversive plane M(q) of order q. Let GF(q2) denote the finite field of order
q2 and GF(q) its subfield of order q. Let hq and hy q denote the nonzero
squares and nonsquares in GF(q), respectively. We denote the points of
M(q) by the elements of GF(q2) < hyj and the circles of M(q) by matrices
of the form (lb a2lq), where l [ GF(q2) and a, b [ GF(q) with lq11 1
ab ? 0 (see [10] for a careful description of this model). Two such matrices
represent the same circle if and only if one is a GF(q)-scalar multiple of
the other. A circle represented by the matrix (lb a2lq) has as its inversion
the mapping z R (lzq 1 a)/(bzq 2 lq), where the usual conventions concern-
ing y apply. Of course, the q 1 1 points incident with a given circle are
the points fixed by inversion with respect to that circle.
Letting b denote a primitive element of GF(q2), define « 5 b(q11)/2 and
a 5 bq21. Then w 5 «2 is a primitive element of the subfield GF(q), and
«q 5 2«. Using homogeneous coordinates for S, define ly 5 k(1, 0, 0, 0),
(0, 1, 0, 0)l and l(x,y) 5 k(x, y, 1, 0), (wy, x, 0, 1)l for any x, y [ GF(q).
Then, as shown in [2], we may take V 5 hlyj < hl(x,y) : x, y [ GF(q)j as our
regular spread of S. Moreover, representing each element z of GF(q2)
uniquely as z 5 x 1 y« for some x, y [ GF(q), we may take x 1 y« } l(x,y)
and y } ly as the Bruck correspondence between M(q) and V mentioned
above. As a final piece of notation, we let B: Aut(V) R Aut(M(q)) denote
the natural homomorphism from the automorphism group of V (the collin-
eations of S leaving V invariant) onto the automorphism group of
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M(q). If the minimal polynomial of b over GF(q) is written as f (x) 5
(x 2 s)2 2 wt2 for some s, t [ GF(q) with t ? 0, then it is easy to see that
ker(B) is a cyclic group of order q 1 1 generated by the collineation of S
induced by the matrix
M1 53
s t 0 0
wt s 0 0
0 0 s t
0 0 wt s
4
acting on row vectors. We denote this collination by Tker. Throughout the
paper we let k?l denote the subspace spanned by a collection of vectors or
the subgroup generated by a collection of group elements, depending on
the context.
3. THE CONSTRUCTION
If Ca denotes the circle represented by (01 a0) for each a [ GF(q)*, then
the (linear) flock in M(q) with carriers 0 and y is easily seen to be K(0,
y) 5 hCa : a [ GF(q)*j. We want to determine conditions on the circle D
represented by (lb c2lq) so that D does not contain 0 or y and is tangent to
no circle of K(0, y). In particular, we must have both b ? 0 and c ? 0.
From [10, Lemma 2.1] we know that Ca and D are tangent if and only if
Ca 3 D 5 0, where
Ca 3 D 5 Af[det(Ca 1 D) 2 det(Ca) 2 det(D)]2 2 det(Ca) det(D).
Straightforward computations show that Ca 3 D 5 0 if and only if b2a2 2
2(bc 1 2lq11)a 1 c2 5 0. Treating this latter equation as a quadratic in a, we
see that D is a purely secant circle to K(0, y) if and only if the discriminant of
this quadratic is a nonsquare in GF(q), which is equivalent to lq11(bc 1
lq11) [ hy q .
The equation of D is bzq11 2 lzq 2 lqz 2 c 5 0, which after division
by c can be rewritten as (bc/lq11)(lqz/c)q11 2 (lqz/c)q 2 lqz/c 2 1 5 0.
Thus the image of D under the map z ° lqz/c is the circle represented
by (1b9 121), where b9 5 bc/lq11. The condition lq11(bc 1 lq11) [ hy q is
equivalent to b9 1 1 [ hy q . Since z ° dz fixes the flock K(0, y), for any
nonzero d [ GF(q2), there is no loss in generality to assume a purely secant
circle D has this special form.
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Thus let b [ GF(q) be such that b 1 1 is a nonsquare in GF(q), and let
D0 be the circle of M(q) represented by the matrix (1b 121). We have D0 5
hz [ GF(q2) : bzq11 2 zq 2 z 2 1 5 0j. Moreover, D0 is tangent to no circle
of K(0, y), and clearly D0 does not contain 0 or y. Hence D0 is secant to
(q 1 1)/2 circles from K(0, y) and disjoint from the rest.
Defining a 5 bq21, where b is a primitive element of GF(q2), we let ua
denote the automorphism of M(q) given by ua : z R az. Clearly, o(ua) 5
q 1 1 and ua leaves invariant each circle of K(0, y) by permuting its points
in a cycle of length q 1 1. Let N˜0 denote the orbit of D0 under ku 2al, and
let U˜ denote the set of points in M(q) covered by circles from N˜0 . Thus,
if Ca is a circle of K(0, y) secant to D0, say with Ca > D0 5 hP, Qj, then
either (q 1 1)/2 or all q 1 1 points of Ca belong to U˜ accordingly as P and
Q lie in the same or different orbits under ku 2al. In particular, if there are
precisely i circles Ca in K(0, y) that meet D0 in two points from distinct
orbits under ku 2al, then adding these i circles to N˜0 will create a ((q 1 1)/
2 1 i)-nest N˜. Clearly, each point covered by a circle from N˜ will be covered
by exactly two circles from N˜ as uU˜u 5 ((q 1 1)/2)((q 1 1)/2 1 i).
We now determine necessary and sufficient conditions on a so that Ca
belongs to the nest N˜. Expressing each element z of GF(q2) uniquely as
x 1 y«, where « 5 b(q11)/2 and x, y [ GF(q), we see that z [ Ca > D0 if
and only if x2 2 wy2 5 a and ab 2 1 5 2x. Equivalently, x 5 (ab 2 1)/2
and y2 5 ((ab 2 1)2 2 4a)/4w. Hence uCa > D0u 5 2 if and only if (ab 2
1)2 2 4a [ hy q . Moreover, in this case, Ca > D0 5 h(ab 2 1)/2 1 d«,
(ab 2 1)/2 2 d«j for some d [ GF(q) with d 2 5 ((ab 2 1)2 2 4a)/4w.
These two points will be in the same orbit under ku 2al if and only if
(((ab 2 1)/2 1 d«)/((ab 2 1)/2 2 d«))(q11)/2 5 1. The latter condition is
easily seen to be equivalent to ((ab 2 1)/2)2 2 wd 2 [ hq , which in turn
is equivalent to a [ hq . Hence we see that Ca belongs to N˜ if and only if
(ab 2 1)2 2 4a [ hy q and a [ hy q .
Determining the number of possibilities for a (i.e., computing i), given
b and q, is a problem in cyclotomy. In the special case of q ; 3 (mod 4)
and b 5 22 (so b 1 1 5 21 [ hy q),
i 5 uha : (ab 2 1)2 2 4a [ hy q and a [ hy qju
5 uha : 4a2 1 1 [ hy q and a [ hy qju
5
q 1 1
4
.
In Section 5, as a consequence of the proof of Theorem 6, we will observe
that the parity of i is determined by the quadratic character of 2b. We
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next obtain bounds on i by using a theorem of Schmidt [11], which is related
to Weil’s famous theorem on curves over finite fields.
THEOREM 2 (Schmidt). Let x be a character of order d . 1. Let F 5
GF(q), and suppose f (x) [ F [x] has precisely m distinct zeros (in some
splitting field) and it is not a dth power. Then
UO
a[F
x( f (a))U# (m 2 1)Ïq .
To use the above result in our setting, we let x denote the quadratic
character on GF(q), and we let f (x) 5 (bx 2 1)2 2 4x, where b is as
described above. If N˜ is one of the ((q 1 1)/2 1 i)-nests constructed
above, then
i 5 uha [ GF(q): a [ hy q and (ab 2 1)2 2 4a [ hy qju
5 O
a?0
S1 2 x(a)2 DS(1 2 x( f (a))2 D
5
1
2 Oa?0 1 2 x( f (a))2 2 14 Oa?0 x(a) 1 14 Oa?0 x(g(a)),
where g(x) 5 xf (x). The first sum is simply the number of circles Ca with
uCa > D0u 5 2, as previously demonstrated. Hence the value of the first
sum is (q 1 1)/2. The second sum clearly has value 0. Since x(g(0)) 5 0,
the value of the third sum is not altered by extending the range of the sum
to all a [ GF(q). Finally, since g(x) is a cubic polynomial with distinct
roots in its splitting field, we may use Theorem 2 to bound its value.
We obtain
i 5
q 1 1
4
1
1
4 Oa[GF(q) x(g(a))
or
u4i 2 (q 1 1)u 5 U O
a[GF(q)
x(g(a))U
# 2Ïq .
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Hence (q 1 1)/4 2 (1/2)Ïq # i # (q 1 1)/4 1 (1/2)Ïq , and the nests
constructed above have size t, where
3(q 1 1)
4
2
1
2
Ïq # t #
3(q 1 1)
4
1
1
2
Ïq .
These bounds appear to be very sharp. For instance, when q 5 37 the
above bounds imply 26 # t # 31. In fact, by varying the choice of b we
were able to construct nests of size 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, and 31 for q 5 37.
While we cannot show in general that all integer values from this interval
occur, the following argument exhibits a symmetry about the midpoint.
Again let b [ GF(q) be such that b 1 1 is a nonsquare in GF(q), and
let D0 be the circle of M(q) represented by the matrix (1b 121). Consider the
circle D90 represented by the matrix (1b9 121), where b9 5 2b/(b 1 1). Clearly,
b9 1 1 5 1/(b 1 1) [ hy q , so there is a nest obtained from D90 by our
construction. Recall that the t-nest obtained from D0 had t 5 (q 1 1)/
2 1 i, where i was the number of a [ GF(q) such that both a and (ab 2
1)2 2 4a were nonsquares. Thus the nest from D90 has t 5 (q 1 1)/2 1 i9,
where i9 is the number of a9 [ GF(q) such that both a9 and (a9b9 2 1)2 2
4a9 are nonsquares. Replacing a9 by a(b 1 1) and substituting for b9, we
see that i9 is the number of a [ GF(q) such that a(b 1 1) [ hy q and
(a9b9 2 1)2 2 4a9 5 (2ab 2 1)2 2 4a(b 1 1)
5 (ab 2 1)2 2 4a [ hy q .
Since b 1 1 [ hy q , it follows that i 1 i9 5 (q 1 1)/2. In other words, any
((q 1 1)/2 1 i)-nest obtained by our construction has a corresponding
((q 1 1)/2 1 ((q 1 1)/2 2 i))-nest.
We now compute Aut(N˜) 5 hu [ Aut(M(q)) : u(C) [ N˜ for all C [ N˜j.
By Theorem 1 the only circles contained in the point set U˜ are the circles
of N˜, and hence Aut(N˜) 5 hu [ Aut(M(q)) : u(z) [ U˜ for all z [ U˜j. Since
z [ D0 if and only if (zg 1 1)/(bzq 2 1) 5 z, we see that U˜ 5 ha2iz [
GF(q2) : bzq11 2 zq 2 z 2 1 5 0 and 0 # i # (q 2 1)/2j. Clearly, u 2a [
Aut(N˜). Define uq and ub via uq : z R zq and ub : z R 21/bz, respectively,
where z [ GF(q2) and we take the usual conventions on y. Straightforward
computations show that uq and uq are involutions in Aut(N˜), ubuq 5 uqub,
uqu
2
auq 5 (u 2a)q, and ubu 2aub 5 (u 2a)q. Thus G 5 ku 2a , uq , ubl # Aut(N˜) with
G > Z(q11)/2 3u K4 , where Z(q11)/2 denotes the cyclic group of order
(q 1 1)/2 and K4 denotes the Klein 4-group. In practice, G 5 Aut(N˜), as
has been verified for q # 19.
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4. THE REPLACEMENT QUESTION
We now must pull back our nest N˜ of circles in M(q) to a nest N of
reguli in the regular spread V of S 5 PG(3, q) via the Bruck correspondence
x 1 y« } l(x,y) previously mentioned. Let R0 denote the regulus correspond-
ing to the circle D0 , and let Ra denote the regulus corresponding to the
circle Ca. If Ta denotes the collineation of S induced by the matrix
M2 53
u v 0 0
wv u 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
4
acting on row vectors, where u, v [ GF(q) with u 1 v« 5 a, then it is
easy to see that Ta [ Aut(V) and B(Ta) 5 ua , where B is the Bruck
homomorphism mapping Aut(V) onto Aut(M(q)). Also note that
TaTker 5 TkerTa . Let U denote the lines of V contained in the reguli of N.
By Theorem 1, to show N is replaceable we must find (q 1 1)/2 lines from
the opposite regulus to each regulus of N so that the lines chosen form a
pairwise disjoint collection and hence cover the same point set as does U.
Now R0 5 hl(x,y) : wby2 5 bx2 2 2x 2 1j, where l(x,y) 5 k(x, y, 1, 0), (wy,
x, 0, 1)l. Fix the point P 5 k(x0 , y0 , 1, 0)l on some line l(x0,y0) of R0 . A
straightforward computation shows that the unique line of Ropp0 through
P is L 5 k(x0 , y0 , 1, 0), (x0 1 1, y0 , bx0 2 1, by0)l. As shown in [5],
V0 5 hT 2ikerT 2ja (L) : 0 # i, j # (q 2 1)/2j is a collection of pairwise disjoint
lines, (q 1 1)/2 of which belong to (T 2ja (R0))opp for each j 5 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
(q 2 1)/2. Since the Ra’s belonging to N share no line of V, it suffices to
show that (q 1 1)/2 lines can be chosen from the opposite regulus to any
such Ra so that the lines chosen do not meet any line from V0. These
‘‘opposite half-reguli’’ would then be appended to V0 to form the replace-
ment partial spread V.
Let Ra be any regulus of the nest N which is not in the orbit of R0 under
kT 2al. From our previous work we know that a [ hy q . Let l1 , l2 be the two
lines shared by Ra and R0 . We may express these lines as l1 5 k(x, y, 1, 0),
(wy, x, 0, 1)l and l2 5 k(x, 2y, 1, 0), (2wy, x, 0, 1)l, where x2 2 wy2 5 a
and b(x2 2 wy2) 5 2x 1 1, as shown in the previous section. Let P9 5
k(x, y, 1, 0)l [ l1 and P0 5 k(x, 2y, 1, 0)l [ l2 . As above, the unique lines
of Ropp0 through P9 and P0 are L9 5 k(x, y, 1, 0), (x 1 1, y, bx 2 1, by)l
and L0 5 k(x, 2y, 1, 0), (x 1 1, 2y, bx 2 1, 2by)l, respectively. Moreover,
Q9 5 k(x 1 1, y, bx 2 1, by)l [ l2 and Q0 5 k(x 1 1, 2y, bx 2 1,
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2by)l [ l1 . Since L9, L0 [ Ropp0 , we know that T kker(L9) 5 L0 for some
k 5 0, 1, 2, . . . , q. To show that L9 and L0 are in distinct orbits under
kT 2kerl, it suffices to show k is odd. Recall that Tker is induced by the matrix
M1 53
s t 0 0
wt s 0 0
0 0 s t
0 0 wt s
4
acting on row vectors, where the minimal polynomial for b over GF(q) is
f (x) 5 (x 2 s)2 2 wt2. In particular, looking at the constant term of this
polynomial, we see that s2 2 wt2 5 bbq 5 w [ hy q . Any power of Tker is
induced by a matrix of the above form, say
M(s, t) 53
s t 0 0
wt s 0 0
0 0 s t
0 0 wt s
4
with s, t [ GF(q) and t ? 0. A simple determinant argument now implies
that k is odd if and only if s2 2 wt2 [ hy q .
Since Tker leaves invariant each line of V, T kker(L9) 5 L0 if and only if
T kker(P9) 5 Q0. Equivalently,
(x, y, 1, 0)3
x t 0 0
wt t 0 0
0 0 s t
0 0 wt s
4p (x 1 1, 2y, bx 2 1, 2by),
where p denotes that the two row vectors are GF(q)-scalar multiplies of
one another. Since b ? 0 and y ? 0 (as x2 2 wy2 5 a [ hy q), this implies
that s 5 2t(bx 2 1)/by and therefore s2 2 wt2 5 t2[(bx 2 1)2 2 wb2y2]/
b2y2 5 t2(b 1 1)/b2y2 [ hy q . Thus k is odd, and L9 and L0 lie in distinct
orbits under kT 2kerl. As L, L9, L0 [ Ropp0 , the definition of V0 implies that
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without loss of generality we may assume L9 [ V0 and thus V0 5
hT 2ikerT 2ja (L9) : 0 # i, j # (q 2 1)/2j.
Now more straightforward computations show that the unique line of
Roppa through P9 5 k(x, y, 1, 0)l is M9 5 k(x, y, 1, 0), (a, 0, x, y)l, where
k(a, 0, x, y)l 5 M9 > l2 . Let M0 denote the unique line of Roppa through Q9,
and let M 5 Tker(M9) 5 k(xs 1 wyt, xt 1 ys, s, t), (as, at, xs 1 wyt, xt 1
ys)l [ Roppa , where we let S 5 M > l1 5 k(xs 1 wyt, xt 1 ys, s, t)l and
O 5 M > l2 5 k(as, at, xs 1 wyt, xt 1 ys)l. Since l1 and l2 lie in distinct
orbits under kT 2al and since kTal acts regularly on the lines of Ra , the
(q 1 1)2/2 points obtained by intersecting lines from Ra with lines from V0
(some intersections are empty, of course) are precisely P 5 hT 2ikerT 2ja (P9) :
0 # i, j # (q 2 1)/2j < hT 2ikerT 2ja (Q9) : 0 # i, j # (q 2 1)/2j. We wish to
show no point of M is in P, and hence M is disjoint from each line of V0 .
Simple computations show that o(Ta) 5 q 1 1 and kTal acts regularly
on the lines of Roppa . Thus Ta(M) 5 T eker(M) for some positive integer e
with gcd(e, q 1 1) 5 1. By replacing Tker with T eker in all above arguments,
we may assume without loss of generality that Ta(M) 5 Tker(M). Now
suppose by way of contradiction that M > P ? B. Then either T 2ikerT 2ja
(P9) [ M or T 2ikerT 2ja (Q9) [ M for some i, j. Since M9 is the unique line of
Roppa through P9, in the first case we necessarily have T 2ikerT 2ja (M9) 5 M and
therefore M9 5 T 22ikerT 22ja (M) 5 T 22(i1j)ker (M). Since o(Tker) 5 q 1 1 is even,
this implies M and M9 are in the same orbit under kT 2kerl, contradicting the
fact that M 5 Tker(M9). In the second case similar reasoning shows that M
and M0 must be in the same orbit under kT 2kerl. As Tker leaves invariant
each line of V, this implies that T kker(Q9) 5 O for some even k. Representing
T kker by the matrix M(s, t) as before, the usual determinant argument implies
s2 2 wt2 [ hq . But T kker(Q9) 5 O implies (xs 1 s 1 wyt, xt 1 t 1 ys,
bxs 2 s 1 wbyt, bxt 2 t 1 bys) p (as, at, xs 1 wyt, xt 1 ys) and hence
s 5 [(wyt 2 (x 1 1)s)/(ys 2 (x 1 1)t)] t (note that if ys 5 (x 1 1)t, then
s2 2 wt 2 5 [(x 1 1)2 2 wy2]t2/y2 5 a(b 1 1)t2/y2 [ hq , contradicting the
fact s2 2 wt2 5 w [ hy q). Thus s2 2 wt2 5 (s2 2 wt2)[(x 1 1)2 2 wy2]t2/
[ys 2 (x 1 1)t]2 5 wa(b 1 1)t2/[ys 2 (x 1 1)t]2 [ hy q, a contradiction.
Hence, for all cases considered, we must have M > P 5 B and M is disjoint
from all lines of V0 .
Since P can be partitioned into q 1 1 orbits of size (q 1 1)/2 under
kT 2kerl, we immediately see that hT 2iker(M) : 0 # i # (q 2 1)/2j is an ‘‘opposite
half-regulus’’ to Ra , all of whose lines are disjoint from the lines of V0 . We
thus have the following result.
THEOREM 3. Let q $ 5 be an odd prime power. Let U denote the line
set of a t-nest N constructed as above. Then a replacement partial spread V
for U exists. The resulting spread S 5 (V\U) < V contains at least (q 2 3)/
2 reguli (all of which lie in V\U), and hence the corresponding two-
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dimensional translation plane f(S ) is dervable. Moreover, (3(q 1 1) 2
2Ïq)/4 # t # (3(q 1 1) 1 2Ïq)/4. The values of t which occur exhibit
symmetry about the midpoint 3(q 1 1)/4 of this interval, with the midpoint
occurring when q ; 3 (mod 4).
Proof. The fact that all reguli lie in V\U follows from Theorem 1, with
the (q 2 3)/2 reguli Ra disjoint from R0 being among them. The rest of
the theorem follows from previous computations. n
In practice, for all small values of q which were examined, every value
of t from the interval occurred. In fact, various choices of b (which deter-
mine the base regulus) gave nonisomorphic planes even when the value of
t was the same. Typically distinct b yielding the same t have different
numbers of reguli in their spreads.
5. AUTOMORPHISM GROUPS
In Section 3 we observed that G 5 ku2a , uq , ubl was a subgroup of Aut(N˜)
and in fact G 5 Aut(N˜) for small values of q. Pulling back to our nest N
of reguli in V as in Section 4, we further define Tq and Tb to be the
collineations of S induced by the matrices
M3 53
1 0 0 0
0 21 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 21
4 and M4 53
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
21/b 0 0 0
0 21/b 0 0
4 ,
respectively. Simple computations show that Tq , Tb [ Aut(V) and
B(Tq) 5 uq , B(Tb) 5 ub . Thus Tq , Tb [ Aut(N) and H 5 kTker , T 2a , Tq ,
Tbl # Aut(N). Once again in practice (at least for small q) H 5 Aut(N).
Of course, H/kTkerl > G > Z(q11)/2 3u K4 . Let S 5 (V\U) < V be the
spread of Theorem 3 obtained by replacement of the nest N. By Theorem
1, Aut(N) 5 Aut(U) 5 hT [ Aut(V) : T(l) [ U for all l [ Uj and
Aut(S ) 5 hT [ Aut(N) : T(l) [ V for all l [ Vj. From our work in the
previous section it is clear that T 2ker , T 2a [ Aut(S ). We now check the
action of Tq and Tb on the lines of V.
LEMMA 4. Using the above notation, TkerTq maps lines of V onto lines
of V and hence is an involution of Aut(S ).
Proof. Simple computations show o(Tq) 5 2, TqTkerTq 5 T 21ker , and
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TqTaTq 5 T 21a . As in the last section let L 5 k(x, y, 1, 0), (x 1 1, y, bx 2
1, by)l, where b(x2 2 wy2) 5 2x 1 1. Then L [ Ropp0 and V0 5 hT 2ikerT 2ja (L) :
0 # i, j # (q 2 1)/2j # V. Now Tq(L) 5 k(x, 2y, 1, 0), (x 1 1, 2y, bx 2
1, 2by)l is the unique line of Ropp0 through the point k(x, 2y, 1, 0)l of
l(x,2y) [ R0 . Thus Tq(L) 5 T kker(L) for some integer k. The same determinant
argument as given in the last section shows that k is odd, say k 5 2e 1 1.
Then TkerTq(T 2ikerT 2ja (L)) 5 TkerT 22ikerT 22ja Tq(L) 5 T 22ikerT 22ja T 2e12ker (L) [ V0
and TkerTq : V0 R V0 .
Let L [ V \V0 be arbitrary. As shown in the last section we may write
L 5 T 2i11ker (M9) for some integer i, where M9 5 k(x, y, 1, 0), (a, 0, x, y)l [
Roppa , with x2 2 wy 2 2 a [ hy q and b(x2 2 wy2) 5 2x 1 1. Now Tq(M9) 5
k(x, 2y, 1, 0), (a, 0, x, 2y)l is the unique line of Roppa through the point
k(x, 2y, 1, 0)l of l(x¯,2y¯) [ Ra. So Tq(M9) 5 T kker(M9) for some integer k.
Again the usual determinant argument shows that k is odd, say k 5 2e 1
1. Thus TkerTq(L) 5 TkerTqT 2i11ker (M9) 5 T 22ikerT 2e11ker (M9) 5 T 2(e2i)11ker (M9) [
V \V0 . Hence TkerTq : V R V and TkerTq [ Aut(S ), as discussed above.
Since (TkerTq)2 5 T 2q 5 Id, we know TkerTq is an involution. n
LEMMA 5. Using the above notation, either TkerTb or Tb is an element
of Aut(S ) accordingly as q ; 1 (mod 4) or q ; 3 (mod 4).
Proof. Since Tker , Tb [ Aut(N), it suffices to consider the action on V
as above. More simple computations show that o(Tb) 5 2, TbTker 5 TkerTb ,
and TbTaTb 5 Ta , where Ta , is induced by the matrix
M 5 3
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 u v
0 0 wv u
4
acting on row vectors and u 1 v« 5 a. Moreover, since u2 2 wv2 5
aaq 5 1, the usual determinant argument shows that TaTa 5 T 2eker 5 TaTa
for some integer e.
Now Tb: l(x,y) R l(x9,y9) , where x9 5 2x/b(x2 2 wy2) and y9 5 y/b(x2 2
wy2). Hence, if l(x,y) [ R0 so that b(x2 2 wy2) 5 2x 1 1, then l(x9,y9) [ R0
since b(x9)2 2 w( y9)2 5 b[x2/(2x 1 1)2 2 wy2/(2x 1 1)2] 5 1/(2x 1 1) 5
2x9 1 1. Thus Tb: R0 R R0 and hence Tb: Ropp0 R Ropp0 . Similarly, if
l(x,y) [ Ra so that x2 2 wy2 5 a, then l(x9,y9) [ R1/ab2 since (x9)2 2 w( y9)2 5
(x2 2 wy2)/b2(x2 2 wy2)2 5 1/ab2 . Therefore Tb: Ra R R1/ab2 and hence
Tb: Roppa R R
opp
1/ab2 . It should also be noted that if Ra [ N so that a [ hy q
and (ab 2 1)2 2 4a [ hy q , then R1/ab2 [ N since (b/ab2 2 1)2 2 4/ab2 5
[(1 2 ab)2 2 4a]/a2b2 [ hy q and 1/ab2 [ hy q .
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Suppose first that q ; 1 (mod 4). Let L 5 k(x0 , y0 , 1, 0), (x0 1 1, y0 ,
bx0 2 1, by0)l [ Ropp0 , where b(x20 2 wy20) 5 2x0 1 1 and thus l(x0,y0) [ R0 .
Then V0 5 hT 2ikerT 2ja (L) : 0 # i, j # (q 2 1)/2j # V as described in the
previous proof. Now Tb(L) 5 k(2b21, 0, x0 , y0), (2x0 1 b21, 2y0 , x0 1 1,
y0)l [ Ropp0 from our above observation and thus Tb(L) 5 Tkker(L) for some
integer k. Since Tb(L) > l(x0,y0) 5 k(wy0 , x0 , 0, 1)l, T
k
ker: k(x0 , y0 , 1, 0)l R
kwy0 , x0 , 0, 1)l. Representing Tkker by the matrix M(s, t) as before, we
necessarily have s 5 0 and thus s2 2 wt2 5 2wt2 [ hy q as q ; 1 (mod 4).
The usual determinant argument now implies that k 5 2f 1 1 for some
integer f. Letting T 2ikerT 2ja (L) denote an arbitrary line of V0 , we see that
TkerTb(T 2ikerT 2ja (L)) 5 T 2i11ker T 2ja Tb(L) 5 T 2i11ker T 4ejkerT22ja T 2f11ker (L) [ V0 and
hence TkerTb: V0 R V0 .
Next let L [ V \V0 be arbitrarily chosen. As in the proof of the previous
lemma, we may write L 5 T 2i011ker (M9) for some fixed integer i0 , where
M9 5 k(x, y , 1, 0), (a, 0, x, y)l [ Roppa for some Ra [ N. In particular,
x2 2 wy2 5 a [ hy q and b(x2 2 wy2) 5 2x 1 1. Now Tb(M9) 5 k(1/ab2, 0,
2x/ab, 2y/ab), (2x/ab, 2y/ab, 1, 0)l [ Ropp1/ab2 , where R1/ab2 [ N, as discussed
above. To determine if TkerTb(L) is in V, we need to know if Tb(M9) meets
any line of V0 . Using notation analogous to that developed in the last
section, we may assume that L9 5 k(x, y, 1, 0), (x 1 1, y, bx 2 1, by)l [
V0 > Ropp0 . Moreover, R0 > Ra 5 hl(x,y) , l(x,2y)j and R0 > R1/ab2 5
hl(x˜, y˜) , l(x˜,2y˜)j, where x˜ 5 2 x/ab and y˜ 5 2y/ab. Since Tb(M9) is the unique
line of Ropp1/ab2 through the point P 5 k(1/ab2, 0, x˜, y˜)l 5 k(b21, 0, 2x, 2y)l
of l(x˜,2y˜) , we must first decide if P is covered by a line of V0 .
As L9 [ V0 and L9 > l(x˜,2y˜) 5 k(0, 1, 2wby, 2bx)l 5 Y, we know that
Y 5 Tkker(P) for some integer k. Representing Tkker by the matrix M(s, t)
acting on row vectors as usual, we have (b21s, b21t, 2x s 2 wyt, 2xt 2
y s) p (0, 1, 2wby, 2bx) and thus s 5 0. This implies s2 2 wt2 5 2wt2 [
hy q as q ; 1 (mod 4), and therefore k is an odd integer by the usual determi-
nant argument. This in turn implies that P is not covered by a line of V0
since Y is covered by such a line (namely L9). Therefore the argument
given in the last section shows that the unique line of Ropp1/ab2 through P,
namely Tb(M9), lies in V and, in fact, V > R
opp
1/ab2 5 hT 2jker(Tb(M9)) : 0 #
j # (q 2 1)/2j. Finally, TkerTb(L) 5 TkerTbT 2i011ker (M9) 5 T 2i012ker Tb(M9) [
V, and TkerTb: V \V0 R V \V0 as L [ V \V0 was arbitrary. Therefore TkerTb:
V R V and TkerTb [ Aut(S ) when q ; 1 (mod 4).
When q ; 3 (mod 4), 21 [ hy q and a similar argument shows that
Tb [ Aut(S ) in this case. n
THEOREM 6. Let q $ 5 be an odd prime power, and let S 5 (V\U) <
V denote the spread obtained by replacing the lines of any((q 1 1)/2 1 i)-nest
as described in Theorem 3. Then Aut(S ) contains a subgroup isomorphic to
(Z(q11)/2 3 Z(q11)/2) 3u K4 . Moreover, this subgroup partitions S into the
following orbits:
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(i) 1 orbit of size 2, 1 orbit of size (q 1 1)/2, (q 2 5)/4 1 i orbits of
size q 1 1, (q 2 1)/4 2 i/2 orbits of size 2(q 1 1), and 1 orbit of size
(q 1 1)2/4 whenever q ; 1 (mod 4) and b [ hq ,
(ii) 1 orbit of size 2, 1 orbit of size (q 1 1)/2, (q 2 1)/4 1 i orbits of
size q 1 1, (q 2 1)/4 2 (i 1 1)/2 orbits of size 2(q 1 1), and 1 orbit of size
(q 1 1)2/4 whenever q ; 1 (mod 4) and b [ hy q ,
(iii) 1 orbit of size 2, 2 orbits of size (q 1 1)/2, (q 1 1)/4 1 i 2 2 orbits
of size q 1 1, (q 1 1)/4 2 (i 1 1)/2 orbits of size 2(q 1 1), and 1 orbit of
size (q 1 1)2/4 whenever q ; 3 (mod 4) and b [ hq ,
(iv) 1 orbit of size 2, 2 orbits of size (q 1 1)/2, (q 2 3)/4 1 i orbits of
size q 1 1, (q 2 3)/4 2 i/2 orbits of size 2(q 1 1), and 1 orbit of size
(q 1 1)2/4 whenever q ; 3 (mod 4) and b [ hy q .
Proof. We prove the result for q ; 1 (mod 4), leaving the case q ; 3
(mod 4) to the reader. From Lemma 5, Lemma 4, and the discussion prior
to Lemma 4 we know that H0 5 kT 2ker , T 2a , TkerTq , TkerTbl # Aut(S ) when
q ; 1 (mod 4). Consider the elements T1 5 T(q21)/2ker TkerTb 5 T(q11)/2ker Tb and
T2 5 TkerTq of H0 . Recalling that TkerTb 5 TbTker and TkerTq 5 TqT21ker ,
we immediately see that o(T1) 5 2, o(T2) 5 2, and T1T2 5 T2T1 . Thus
B 5 kT1 , T2l > K4 . Previous computations show that A 5 kT 2ker , T 2al >
Z(q11)/2 3 Z(q11)/2 . Recalling that TqTaTq 5 T21a and TbTaTb 5 Ta 5
T 2ekerT21a for some integer e, we see that B normalizes A. As A > B 5 kid l,
we have H0 5 A 3u B > (Z(q11)/2 3 Z(q11)/2) 3u K4 .
Let Ra be any regulus in the linear flock with carriers l(0, 0) and ly , where
a [ GF(q)*. From our previous work we know that Ra [ N (and hence
all lines of Ra are in U ) precisely when h(ab 2 1)
2 2 4a [ hy qa [ hy q j. Similarly, we know
that Ra is secant to R0 but half of its lines (an orbit under kT 2al) are not in
U precisely when h(ab 2 1)
2 2 4a [ hy qa [ hq j, and we know that Ra is disjoint from R0
(and hence none of its lines are in U) precisely when (ab 2 1)2 2 4a [
hq . We will say that the regulus Ra is of type I, II, or III, respectively,
depending upon which of the above situations occurs (in the order pre-
sented). Thus there are i reguli of type I, (q 1 1)/2 2 i reguli of type II,
and (q 2 3)/2 reguli of type III. We now determine the orbit structure on
S under the action of H0 5 A 3u B.
Since H0 # Aut(V), we may separately determine the orbit structure on
V\U and V. The lines of V\U are partitioned into hl(0,0) , lyj, the (q 2 3)/2
reguli Ra of type III, and the (q 1 1)/2 2 i ‘‘half-reguli’’ (orbits under
kT 2al) contained in reguli of type II. Since Tker leaves invariant each line of
V, we may ignore its action on V\U. Now Tb interchanges l(0,0) and ly , and
these two lines clearly form an orbit under H0 . Let Ra be any regulus of
type III. Such a regulus is partitioned into two ‘‘half-reguli’’, say R1a and
R2a , under the action of kT 2al. We thus have V\U partitioned into hl(0,0) , lyj
and q 2 3 1 (q 1 1)/2 2 i half-reguli which are kT 2al-orbits. Since
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Tq: l(x,y) R l(x,2y) and thus Tq: Ra R Ra , we need to decide when the half-
reguli R1a and R2a are interchanged by Tq . This is equivalent to asking when
(x 1 y«)/(x 2 y«) is an odd power of a. Since (x 1 y«)/(x 2 y«) 5
(x 1 y«)2/a when l(x,y) [ Ra , we have
Sx 1 y«x 2 y«D(q11)/2 5 (x 1 y«)(x 2 y«)a(q11)/2 5 1a(q21)/2 5 H1 if a [ hq21 if a [ hy q .
Thus Tq interchanges R1a and R2a precisely when a [ hy q . Our previous
counting shows there are (q 2 1)/2 2 i Ra’s of type III whose half-reguli
get combined into a single orbit under kT 2a , TkerTql.
Next we look at the action of Tb (or equivalently TkerTb) on the above
orbits comprising V\U. Presently these orbits consist of (q 2 1)/2 2 i reguli
of type III characterized by h(ab 2 1)
2 2 4a [ hqa [ hy q j, 2(i 2 1) half-reguli which pair
off to form the remaining reguli of type III and characterized by
h(ab 2 1)
2 2 4a [ hqa [ hq j, and (q 1 1)/2 2 i half-reguli comprising the lines outside
U contained in the reguli of type II and characterized by h(ab 2 1)
2 2 4a [ hy qa [ hq j.
Since Tb: Ra R R1/ab2 , we see that Tb permutes orbits in the above three
classes within their own class. To determine which orbits are combined by
the action of Tb we must consider the quadratic character of b (recall that
b [ GF(q) was chosen so that b 1 1 [ hy q).
Suppose first that b [ hq . Now Tb(Ra) 5 Ra precisely when a 5
61/b. Since q ; 1 (mod 4) and thus 21 [ hq , we have 1/b [ hq and
(b21b 2 1)2 2 4b21 5 24b21 [ hq , thereby implying that R1/b is a type III
regulus whose half-reguli (orbits under kT 2al) are orbits in the above-men-
tioned second class. Label these orbits as R11/b and R21/b . Since Tb: l(x,y) R
l(x9,y9) , where x9 5 2x/b(x2 2 wy2) and y9 5 y/b(x2 2 wy2), we see
that Tb interchanges R11/b and R21/b (combines the orbits) if and only if
(x 1 y«)/(x9 1 y9«) is an odd power of a whenever l(x,y) [ R1/b . Simple
computations show that if l(x,y) [ R1/b so that x2 2 wy2 5 1/b, then
(x 1 y«)/(x9 1 y9«) 5 2b(x 1 y«)2 and thus ((x 1 y«)/(x9 1 y9«))(q11)/2 5
(21)(q11)/2b(q21)/2 5 21 since q ; 1 (mod 4) and b [ hq . Hence (x 1 y«)/
(x9 1 y9«) is an odd power of a and Tb combines the orbits R11/b and
R21/b . The remaining orbits of the second class are clearly combined in pairs
by the involution Tb , and we end up with i 2 1 H0-orbits of size q 1 1
(one of which is a regulus) in the second class.
Similarly 21/b [ hq and (2b21b 2 1)2 2 4(2b21) 5 4(b 1 1)/b [ hy q
in this case, and thus R21/b is a type II regulus. The lines outside U in R21/b
thus form an orbit of the third class, necessarily fixed by Tb , and hence
an H0-orbit of size (q 1 1)/2. The remaining (q 1 1)/2 2 (i 1 1) orbits in
class three are combined in pairs by Tb , yielding another (q 2 1)/4 2
i/2 H0-orbits of size q 1 1 (i is necessarily even in this case). The (q 2
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1)/2 2 i orbits of class one are necessarily combined in pairs by Tb , yielding
(q 2 1)/4 2 i/2 H0-orbits of size 2(q 1 1).
Switching our attention to V, V0 is clearly an orbit of size (q 1 1)2/4
under H0 . The i ‘‘opposite half-reguli’’ of V \V0 , which are orbits under
kT 2ker , T 2al contained in the opposite reguli to the type I reguli, are not
combined by TkerTq as TkerTq: Roppa R Roppa for all a [ GF(q)*. However,
these opposite half-reguli are combined in pairs by TkerTb , yielding i/2 H0-
orbits of size q 1 1. We thus end up with 1 H0-orbit of size 2 (namely,
hl(0,0) , lyj), 1 H0-orbit of size (q 1 1)/2 (namely, (1/2)R21/b), (i 2 1) 1
((q 2 1)/4 2 i/2) 1 i/2 5 (q 2 5)/4 1 i H0-orbits of size q 1 1, (q 2 1)/
4 2 i/2 H0-orbits of size 2(q 1 1), and 1 H0-orbit of size (q 1 1)2/4 (namely,
V0) when q ; 1 (mod 4) and b [ hq , thus providing (i) of the result.
When q ; 1 (mod 4) and b [ hy q , similar computations verify part (ii)
of the theorem. This time R1/b is a type I regulus and R21/b is a type III
regulus whose half-reguli get combined by TkerTq . This forces i to be odd
in this case. As mentioned above, parts (iii) and (iv) when q ; 3 (mod 4)
are left to the reader. It turns out that i must be odd when b [ hq and i
must be even when b [ hy q for q ; 3 (mod 4). n
Remark. It is apparent from the proof of Theorem 6 that i is odd when
2b [ hy q and i is even when 2b [ hq .
EXAMPLE. Let q 5 11. Since hy q 5 h2, 6, 7, 8, 10j for GF(11), we choose
b [ h1, 5, 6, 7, 9j. From the bounds on t in Theorem 3, we know 2 # i #
4. By our remark above, b 5 1, 5, 9 must each yield an odd value of i, and
hence i 5 3. On the other hand, b 5 6 and b9 5 26/(6 1 1) 5 7 must
yield even values of i which add to (q 1 1)/2 5 6 by the symmetry result.
In other words, these two values of b yield i 5 2 and i 5 4. Thus the
construction generates replaceable nests of size t 5 8, 9, and 10.
Replaceable 9-nests (i 5 3) are obtained with b 5 1, 5, and 9. The
associated spreads S have one orbit of length 2, two orbits of length 6,
four orbits of length 12, one orbit of length 24, and one orbit of length 36
under the automorphism group H0 > (Z6 3 Z6) 3u K4 according to Theorem
6. A replaceable 8-nest (i 5 2) is obtained with b 5 6, and the associated
spread has exactly the same orbit structure under an isomorphic automor-
phism group. A replaceable 10-nest (i 5 4) is obtained with b 5 7. The
associated spread has one orbit of length 2, two orbits of length 6, six orbits
of length 12, and one orbit of length 36 under the same automorphism group.
Using the software package CAYLEY developed at the University of
Sydney, with m(x) 5 x2 1 7x 1 2 as a primitive polynomial for GF(112),
we constructed the spread S for each of these nests, computed Aut(S ), and
counted the reguli in V\U (and hence in S ). In every case the automorphism
group Aut(S ) was the group H0 > (Z6 3 Z6) 3u K4 of Theorem 6. The
spreads are projectively inequivalent (and hence the corresponding transla-
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tion planes are nonisomorphic) for b 5 1, 5, 9, and 6 since they contain
precisely 10, 13, 16, and 28 reguli, respectively. The spread from b 5 7 is
clearly inequivalent to any of the above spreads since the orbit structure
is different, and is inequivalent to any spread obtained from a (q 2 1)-nest
as described in [5]. It turns out that this spread contains 7 reguli.
COROLLARY. Let f denote the translation plane corresponding to a
spread S obtained as in Theorem 6. Then the translation complement of f
contains a solvable group D of order (q 2 1)(q 1 1)2 with a normal cyclic
subgroup F of order (q2 2 1)/2 such that D/F > Z(q11)/2 3u K4 . Moreover,
D contains a subgroup which is a direct product of two cyclic homology
groups of order (q 1 1)/2 with affine axes.
Proof. By definition the translation complement of f is the group of
collineations of f fixing the origin. If we treat these collineations as certain
linear transformations of a 4-dimensional vector space over GF(q), then a
nonsingular linear transformation is in the translation complement if and
only if the collineation of PG(3, q) induced by this transformation (matrix)
is in Aut( S ). Recall that matrices M1 , M2, M 2, M3, and M4 induce Tker,
Ta, T a, Tq, and Tb, respectively. Define D to be kM 21, M 22, M1 M3, M1 M4l
or kM 21, M 22, M1 M3, M4l accordingly as q ; 1 (mod 4) or q ; 3 (mod 4).
Our previous work shows that D is contained in the translation complement
of f. Moreover, t can be chosen (without loss of generality) so that
b 5 s 1 t«. Then it is easily seen that
M q111 5 3
w 0 0 0
0 w 0 0
0 0 w 0
0 0 0 w
4
and hence, since q is odd, D contains the cyclic subgroup of order q 2 1
corresponding to those linear transformations which induce the identity
collineation of PG(3, q). Theorem 6 now implies that o(D) 5 (q 2 1)
(q 1 1)2. In fact, letting F 5 kM 21l denote the cyclic subgroup of order
(q2 2 1)/2 in D, the first part of the proof of Theorem 6 shows that
F v D and D/F > Z(q11)/2 3u K4.
Finally, it is clear that kM 22l is a cyclic homology group of order (q 1 1)/
2 with affine axis the vector space span k(0, 0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 0, 1)l and center
the imaginary point ly (a line of the spread S ), while kM 22l is a cyclic
homology group of order (q 1 1)/2 with affine axis the vector space span
k(1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0)l and center the imaginary point l(0,0). The observation
that kM 22, M 22l > Z(q11)/2 3 Z(q11)/2 finishes the proof. n
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Once again in practice D is the full translation complement of f, as has
been verified for q # 19. An interesting question is that of whether any
two-dimensional translation plane admitting a direct product of two cyclic
homology groups of order (q 1 1)/2 with affine axes must arise from
(possibly after suitable derivation) an Andre´ net, a (q 1 1)-nest as described
in [5], or a ((q 1 1)/2 1 i)-nest as described here. This would be the
analogue of Johnson and Pomareda’s characterization for (q 1 1)-nests
found in [8]. However, it appears that some additional restrictions must be
imposed to get the desired characterization. Results in this vein are soon
to be forthcoming from Johnson and Pomareda [9].
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have constructed replaceable ((q 11)/2 1 i)-nests for various values
of i and any odd prime power q $ 5, thus leading to several nonisomorphic
2-dimensional translation planes of order q2. It appears that the number
of nonisomorphic planes of a given order so constructed approaches infinity
as q R y, although this is still unproven. In particular, it appears that
different values of i, for a given q, yield nonisomorphic planes and, in fact,
it is possible to get nonisomorphic planes with the same value of i and q
by choosing different ‘‘base reguli’’ (i.e., different values of b). In any case,
this construction technique is certainly quite robust.
One step toward establishing the robustness of the construction would
be to establish exactly which values of t from the interval given in Theorem
3 actually occur. In our computations with small q all possible values oc-
curred. This suggests a conjecture about the finite field GF(q). For b [
GF(q) such that b [ hy q, let c(b) 5 uha [ hy q : (ab 2 1)2 2 4a [ hy qju.
Conjecture. As b varies subject to b 1 1 [ hy q, c(b) attains all integral
values from the interval [(q 1 1 2 2Ïq)/4, (q 1 1 1 2Ïq)/4].
As shown in Section 5 the translation complement of any plane con-
structed from a ((q 1 1)/2 1 i)-nest has a cyclic normal subgroup of
order (q2 2 1)/2. This is equivalent to saying that the nest is ‘‘naturally
replaceable’’ in the sense that a replacement partial spread is obtained by
choosing an opposite half-regulus for each regulus in the nest that is an
orbit under the cyclic group generated by the square of a fixed-point-free
collineation of order q 1 1 which leaves invariant each line of the underlying
regular spread. It has long been conjectured by the authors that any t-nest
for t # q is naturally replaceable.
Finally, it is no surprise that the translation planes arising from the
replacement of ((q 1 1)/2 1 i)-nests have translation complements that
are very similar to those in [5] of the translation planes arising from the
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replacement of (q 1 1)-nests. The reason quite naturally is that the two
types of nests are constructed in essentially the same manner. Using the
notation of this paper, one obtains a (q 1 1)-nest by taking a ‘‘purely
secant’’ regulus R0 to the full linear set L 5 hRa : a [ GF(q)*j of mutually
disjoint reguli (with carriers l(0,0) and ly) in the regular spread V, and then
taking the orbit of R0 under the cyclic group kTal. On the other hand, to
obtain a ((q 1 1)/2 1 i)-nest, one takes the orbit of R0 under the cyclic
group kT 2al and then adjoins the i reguli from the above linear set that meet
R0 in two lines from distinct orbits under kT 2al.
In fact, as shown in this paper, after replacement of the ((q 1 1)/2 1
i)-nest the lines of the resulting spread S 5 (V\U) < V may be partitioned
into hl(0,0), lyj, (q 2 3)/2 mutually disjoint reguli of V (the reguli of L
disjoint from R0), (q 1 1)2 2 i orbits under kT 2al (‘‘half-reguli’’ of L
uncovered by the nest), i orbits of kT 2kerl (‘‘opposite half-reguli’’ to the i
reguli from L that are part of the nest), and an orbit V0 of a line from
Ropp0 under kT 2a, T 2kerl. The last two parts of the patitioning form the replace-
ment set V. If one now replaces the (q 1 1)/2 2 i orbits under kT 2al and
the i orbits under kT 2kerl in the spread S by the ((q 1 1)/2)2 lines of Ta(V0),
one obtains precisely the lines of the spread S 9 in [5] that arises from
replacement of a (q 1 1)-nest. However, this process of transforming S
into S 9 is not itself nest replacement as we have defined it, although the
replacement set Ta(V0) is a a union of ‘‘opposite half-reguli’’ from V.
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